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Abstract

We propose the shared task of cross-lingual
conversation summarization, ConvSumX Chal-
lenge, opening new avenues for researchers to
investigate solutions that integrate conversation
summarization and machine translation. This
task can be particularly useful due to the emer-
gence of online meetings and conferences. We
use a new benchmark, covering 2 real-world
scenarios and 3 language directions, including
a low-resource language, for evaluation. We
hope that ConvSumX can motivate research to
go beyond English and break the barrier for
non-English speakers to benefit from recent
advances of conversation summarization.

1 Task Overview

The cross-lingual conversation summarization
(ConvSumX) task 1 asks models to output a salient,
concise and coherent summary in target languages
(e.g., Chinese), given a conversation in a source
language (e.g., English). In particular, ConvSumX
contains 2 tracks: daily dialogue summarization
and query-based meeting minute. Each covers
3 language directions: English-to-Chinese
(En2Zh), English-to-French (En2Fr) and
English-to-Ukrainian (En2Uk). Figure 1
gives examples in ConvSumX, where we show sum-
maries in 4 languages (including English). Both
automatic and manual evaluations are used to mea-
sure the model performance, while the evaluation is
highly inclined to human evaluation (Section 3.5).

2 Motivation

Thanks to the availability of large-scale cor-
pora (Gliwa et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2021a; Zhong
et al., 2021b), research on conversation summa-
rization has made great progress (Zhong et al.,
2021a; Ni et al., 2021; Ghazvininejad et al., 2021;

∗Equal Contribution.
1https://cylnlp.github.io/convsumx-challenge/

Lin et al., 2022). However, existing corpora in
this area focus on English while ignoring other
languages (Feng et al., 2021a). Such English-
dominated corpora lead to a barrier for non-English
speakers to benefit from conversation summariza-
tion research, which becomes more severe in the era
of epidemic, where international meetings are held
online and participants communicate in English.

ConvSumX integrates conversation summariza-
tion and machine translation, involving the lan-
guage shift from one to another and stylistic shift
from long spoken conversations to concise written
monologues. Ideally, using the first translate, then
summarize and vice versa pipelines can solve the
task. However, besides the difficulties in mono-
lingual conversation summarization (Chen et al.,
2021b; Feng et al., 2021b), pipeline methods suf-
fer from problems caused by machine translation
systems. For translation-first systems, Zhu et al.
(2019) find that machine translation introduces er-
rors for summarizers on news text. In addition, ex-
isting machine translation systems show poor per-
formance on conversation text (Wang et al., 2021).
For summarization-first systems, translating sum-
maries without conversation context can lead to in-
consistent translation, in particular for polysemous
words. Take CEn2SZh 2 for example. The sum-
mary “Bob is going to the bank.”, where “bank”
can be translated into “岸边” (river bank) or “银行”
(financial bank), requires models to determine the
proper translation by considering conversation con-
text. Such issues can be also found in end-to-end
systems developed for cross-lingual news summa-
rization and directly using those methods can lead
to error propagation (Zhu et al., 2019; Xu et al.,
2020; Liang et al., 2022). Thus, more sophisticated
designs that take care of conversation natures or
data selection strategies that can make better use of
silver data are in need.

2The setting means the input conversation text is in En-
glish, and the output summary is in Chinese.
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Product Meeting Transcript
Turn 0:  Project Manager: We have been provided with some technical  
tools to communicate. 
...... 

...... 

...... 

Turn 316: Project Manager: Thanks. Have a nice day! 

Turn 16: Marketing: This is just a presentation on the trends
that we're gonna use to make the product stand out from ...... 

Turn 85: Marketing: What do you think of adding an LCD? 
...... 
Turn 89: Project Manager: Okay, we'll include it to make the 
appearance attractive to young people. 

(b)

Daily-life Dialogue
#Person_1#: Good morning. I wonder whether 
you have got an answer from your superior.
#Person_2#: Yes, we had a meeting about it 
yesterday afternoon.
#Person_1#: What's the answer?
......
#Person_1#: I thought you would. So I rang 
Auckland last night. As you are our biggest 
customer, they agreed to ship the order on the 
first vessel available that will leave Auckland 
next month.
#Person_2#: Good, if you agree we'll draft the 
agreement right away and sign it then.
#Person_1#: By all means.

(a)

Summarize the discussion about the trends of current remote controls.

The group discussed different trends based on different ages of people. ...... Finally they
decided to add LCD screen. 

总结关于目前遥控器发展趋势的讨论。

根据不同年龄的人，该组讨论了不同趋势。... 最后，他们决定添加液晶显示器。 

En

Zh

Veuillez écrire un compte-rendu de la discussion sur les tendances des télécommandes
actuelles.

Les discussions du groupe ont porté sur les différentes tendances en fonction de l’âge des
personnes. ...... Ils ont finalement décidé d’ajouter un écran LCD.

Підведіть підсумок дискусії про тенденції сучасного дистанційного керування. 

Група обговорила різні тенденції, засновані на різному віці людей. ...... Нарешті вони
вирішили додати рідкокристалічний екран. 

Fr

Uk

#Person_1# and #Person_2# agree to sign an agreement since #Person_1#
could speed up the delivery as #Person_2# hopes.

En

Zh

#Person_1# і #Person_2# погоджуються підписати угоду, оскільки
#Person_1# може прискорити доставку, як бажає #Person_2#.

Fr

Uk

由于#Person_1#将会按照#Person_2# 所期望的提升交付速度，#Person_1#和
#Person_2#达成一致签署合同。

#Person_1# et #Person_2# acceptent de signer un contrat étant donné que
#Person_1# est en mesure d’accélérer le processus de livraison comme souhaité

par #Person_2#.

query

summary

query

summary

query

summary

query

summary

query

summary

Figure 1: Examples of ConvSumX: (a) daily-life dialogue summarization and; (b) query-based meeting minute.
From top to bottom, the languages are English (En), Chinese (Zh), French (Fr) and Ukrainian (Uk). The English
conversations and summaries (and queries) are from DIALOGSUM and QMSum, respectively.

To this end, ConvSumX Challenge encourages
researchers to investigate different solutions to
cross-lingual conversation summarization. First,
from the perspective of downstream applications,
ConvSumX is useful for both business and personal
uses. Second, from the perspective of research,
ConvSumX Challenge looks for a general method
that can deal with cross-lingual conversation sum-
marization. Although only 3 typical target lan-
guages are presented in this shared task, we hope
that ConvSumX can motivate research to a broader
range of target languages. Third, from the perspec-
tive of social good, ConvSumX aims to break the
barrier of accessing information for non-English
speakers and to make them benefit from the ad-
vance of conventional English-dominated conver-
sation summarization technologies.

We hope that ConvSumX Challenge can gain
interest from both communities of text summa-
rization and machine translation and also push the
progress on related fields for other languages, in-
cluding more low-resource languages.

3 Task Description

Formally, the task of ConvSumX Challenge asks
participants to provide a system that can output
a summary in a target language given the input
conversation text in a source language.

3.1 Setting

The ConvSumX Challenge focuses on the low-
resource/few-shot setting and cross-lingual/domain
transfer technologies. The low-resource/few-shot
here is stated from the perspective of lacking large
gold training data. The term gold data refers
to cross-lingual ⟨conversation-summary⟩
pairs that are annotated by translators who are ex-
pert at both source and target languages.

The reasons are: (1) gold data are limited as the
annotation is very costly, in particular when conver-
sations involve domain expert knowledge (e.g., aca-
demic meeting). In contrast, machine translation
and monolingual summarization data are abundant
and useful (Perez-Beltrachini and Lapata, 2021);
(2) we seek for a general solution that can be ap-
plied to not only the target languages in this paper,
but also other languages. However, for practical
consideration, we provide large silver data (Sec-
tion 3.3.2). We also encourage participants to make
use of other external resources to solve the task.

The above setting is widely adopted by existing
cross-lingual summarization datasets in other do-
mains, such as the first large-scale cross-lingual
summarization corpus, NCLS dataset (Zhu et al.,
2019) and its succeeding works (Xu et al., 2020;
Bai et al., 2021; Liang et al., 2022).
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Track Data Source Domain Query # Conv. # Summ. Train/Dev/Test

Track 1 DIALOGSUM Daily-life Dialogue ✗ 131.0 13.8 12,460/500/500

Track 2 QMSum
Product Meeting ✓ 6,007.7 70.5 690/145/151

Academic Meeting ✓ 13,317.3 52.7 259/54/56

Table 1: Statistics of ConvSumX. # Conv. and # Summ. are averaged token lengths of conversations and summaries.

3.2 Tracks
The ConvSumX Challenge consists of 2 tracks, fo-
cusing on different scenarios, respectively.

• Track 1 focuses on cross-lingual summariza-
tion for real-life dialogues. This track is in
line with the INLG 2021 DialogSum Chal-
lenge (Chen et al., 2021b) while we extend
DialogSum into a cross-lingual setting. Con-
vSumX can be particularly useful in scenarios
such as travelling abroad where summarizers
can serve as personal assistants.

• Track 2 focuses on cross-lingual meeting
minutes. Compared with daily conversations,
meetings are much longer and contain richer
topic switches and more professional knowl-
edge. Generating cross-lingual meeting min-
utes can help non-English speakers to quickly
access information of their interest, especially
in cases where conferences are mostly held in
English. In particular, Track 2 asks a system
to generate a summary in the target language,
given an input meeting text in the source lan-
guage and a query in the target language.

3.3 Data
3.3.1 Data Selection
The data of ConvSumX are derived from two public
English datasets, namely DIALOGSUM (Chen et al.,
2021a) and QMSum (Zhong et al., 2021b). Table 1
shows the statistics.

DIALOGSUM is a large-scale dialogue summa-
rization dataset, consisting of face-to-face spo-
ken dialogues that focus on real-life scenarios. In
particular, DIALOGSUM provides multi-references
for each test dialogue. We ask annotators to first
choose the best reference summary and then anno-
tate it into the target languages.

QMSum is a query-based meeting minute
dataset, covering 3 domains, namely academic,
product and committee. We choose academic meet-
ing and product discussion meeting for annotation
as they are more in line with our motivation.

3.3.2 Annotation
Each summary in the dev and test sets of DIALOG-
SUM and QMSum is annotated into 3 target lan-
guages by expert translators 3. Note that the annota-
tion is not the simple translation of summaries, in-
stead, each annotation needs to take care of original
English conversations to ensure that the annotated
summary is consistent with the input (Section 2).

In addition to manually annotated dev and test
sets, following Zhu et al. (2019), we construct silver
training data using machine translation. In particu-
lar, we translate summaries in target languages us-
ing multiple engines, including Google translate 4,
NiuTrans 5 and LanMT 6. Besides, to provide re-
sources for pipeline methods, we translate the con-
versation texts using the same methods. Note that
we do not filter these silver data. Instead, we leave
this issue as an open question for the participants.

3.4 Protocol
We propose the following schedule:

• Phase 1 (from Jul, 2022): The shared task is
announced at the INLG 2022 conference, and
the data are available on the shared task website;
participants can register to the task.

• Phase 2 (from Dec, 2022): The leaderboard is
open; participants can submit their systems to the
organizers and the online leaderboard keeps up-
dating the best performance on each track using
automatic evaluation metrics.

• Phase 3 (from Mar, 2023): The submission is
closed; organizers conduct manual evaluation.

• Phase 4 (Jun, 2023): The ConvSumX Challenge
shared task is fully completed. Organizers submit
participant reports and challenge reports to INLG
2023 and present at the conference. The hidden
test set is made public.

3More information can be found in Appendix A.
4https://translate.google.com
5https://niutrans.com
6https://www.dtranx.com
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In particular, in Phase 1 participants can train
and validate summarization systems on their hard-
wares using data provided by the organizers. Par-
ticipants are encouraged to use external resources
to train their systems. Such resources include, but
are not limited to: monologue summarization data,
machine translation data, and other public or ad-
ditional cross-lingual summarization data that are
manually/automatically created by the participants.
However, for fairness and reproducibility, partic-
ipants should specify what and how external re-
sources are used in their system reports. In Phase
3, after the submission deadline, the organizers
will start to evaluate summaries generated by final
submitted models with the help from linguistic ex-
perts. For fairness, the test set will not be publicly
available during the shared task.

Please note that the above schedule can be mod-
ified accordingly when the schedule of INLG 2023
is released. The leaderboard and the detailed sched-
ule will be announced on the shared task website at
https://cylnlp.github.io/convsumx-
challenge/.

3.5 Evaluation

The evaluation of the ConvSumX Challenge consid-
ers both automatic and manual evaluation metrics.

3.5.1 Automatic Evaluation
Following previous cross-lingual summarization
work (Zhu et al., 2019), we use ROUGE scores (Lin,
2004) for automatic evaluation. ROUGE scores
evaluate the model performance by considering the
overlap of n-grams in the system-generated sum-
mary against the reference summary. Although
recent works claim that ROUGE fails to measure
important information regarding factual consis-
tency (Zhang et al., 2020; Fabbri et al., 2021),
we choose ROUGE because: (1) it directly reflects
model’s ability of obtaining salient information
and; (2) it can be easily applied to multiple lan-
guages including low-resource languages.

3.5.2 Manual Evaluation
As neural summarizers mostly contain factual er-
rors that cannot be easily detected by automatic
metrics (Zhu et al., 2019; Fabbri et al., 2021) and
translated words can be various (Freitag et al.,
2021), automatic evaluation such as ROUGE can be
less accurate. Thus, our evaluation highly relies on
manual evaluation. Given that the ConvSumX in-
tegrates conversation summarization and machine

translation, we adopt multiple human evaluation
metrics from both tasks to better measure model
performance.

In particular, standard summarization metrics
include: Fluency, Consistency, Relevance and Co-
herence (Kryscinski et al., 2019); standard ma-
chine translation metrics include: Omission, Un-
translation, Mistranslation, Addition and Terminol-
ogy (Mariana, 2014). However, except for Fluency,
summarization metrics evaluate generated sum-
maries from the perspective of input documents
in the same language while machine translation
metrics evaluate translation from the perspective
of source sentences (the English summary in our
case). There can be an evaluation inconsistency
between these two tasks. In addition, there is an
overlap between these two groups of metrics. For
example, a mistranslated summary can be regarded
as containing consistency errors.

To unify the aforementioned evaluation metrics
and obtain fine-grained evaluations, we propose
to evaluate system-generated summaries from the
following aspects against source conversation texts.

Fluency and Use of Language evaluates the
quality of generated sentences, including the gram-
mar and word order. Moreover, it evaluates whether
the language in generated summaries is natural and
conventional, e.g., the syntactic structure is not nor-
mal or the summary contains untranslated words.

Relevance evaluates the importance of informa-
tion in the generated summary.

Factual and Translation Consistency evaluates
the factual alignment of the generated summaries
(target languages) against the source conversation
(source languages), including information that is
not presented in the conversation, wrong causal
relation, etc. Moreover, for pipeline methods, if the
final summary contains mis-translated words, we
consider it inconsistency.

Terminology evaluates the use of language. For
example, the generated word can be a right transla-
tion but is improper in certain domains (e.g., aca-
demic meeting).

Overall score measures the overall quality for
each summary.

For each metric above, we randomly extract 10%
generated summaries and ask annotators who are
native in the target languages to give scores from 1
to 5. The higher, the better.
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4 Related Work

Zhu et al. (2019) propose the first large scale cross-
lingual news summarization dataset, facilitating the
study in this filed using neural network models. Bai
et al. (2021) construct an English-to-German
news summarization dataset using the automatic
method of Zhu et al. (2019). Perez-Beltrachini
and Lapata (2021) construct a cross-lingual dataset
based on Wikipedia, focusing on European lan-
guages. In particular, Perez-Beltrachini and Lap-
ata (2021) use the document and the lead para-
graph in other languages aligned by Wikipedia
inter-language links to construct cross-lingual
⟨document-summary⟩ pairs. Similarly, Lad-
hak et al. (2020) construct the WikiLingua dataset
based on multi-lingual WikiHow.

Very recently, Wang et al. (2022) and Feng
et al. (2022) construct cross-lingual dialogue sum-
marization datasets. In particular, Wang et al.
(2022) manually translate summaries from SAM-
Sum (Gliwa et al., 2019), an online written di-
alogue summarization dataset, and 40k data in
MediaSum (Zhu et al., 2021) into German and
Chinese. Feng et al. (2022) construct MSAM-
Sum by automatically translating SAMSum into
Chinese, French and Russian. Compared with
them, our work focuses on spoken conversation
in multiple scenrios, and covers low-resource lan-
guage (Ukrainian). In addition, we also focus
on query-based meeting scenarios, which can be
more useful in real-world applications.

Similarly to ConvSumX Challenge, Ghosal et al.
(2021) propose a shared task, AutoMin, at Inter-
speech 2021. AutoMin focuses on monolingual
meeting minutes in English and Czech. In contrast,
we focus on the cross-lingual setting and consider
more scenarios, domains and languages.

5 Conclusion

We propose the ConvSumX Challenge to address
the task of cross-lingual conversation summariza-
tion, with the hope that ConvSumX can encourage
researchers to investigate various methods for con-
versation summarization beyond English, in partic-
ular for low and mid-resource languages, and the
frontier of cross-lingual conversation summariza-
tion can be pushed further.

Copyright and License of Datasets

The ConvSumX Challenge uses cross-lingual
⟨conversation-summary⟩ pairs that are an-

notated on the top of two English conversation
summarization datasets, namely DIALOGSUM and
QMSum, to evaluate models. Both DIALOGSUM

and QMSum are free for academic use with the
MIT license, which contains no limitation to use,
modification or distribution. We will also make
our annotated data available for the academia.
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A More Information about Annotation

The cross-lingual ⟨conversation-summary⟩
pairs used for ConvsumX Challenge are constructed
by expert translators from the Sichuan Lan-bridge
Information Technology which is recognized as a
qualified institution for translation service 7 by the
ISO 8. The entire construction process involves 9
annotators, 3 editors and 1 project manager.

For each language direction (e.g., En2Zh), we
have 3 annotators and 1 editor. All summaries
and queries are first annotated by annotators and
then reviewed by an editor. If bad summaries are
found by editors (e.g., grammar and inconsistency
errors or unnatural language), the annotator would
re-annotate the batch until they are qualified.

All annotators/editors are native in the target
language (i.e., Chinese, French or Ukrainian), and
professional in English. Annotators/editors have
following competences:

• translation competence and;

• linguistic and textual competence in the
source language and the target language and;

7Requirements for translation services:
https://www.iso.org/standard/59149.html

8International Organization for Standardization:
https://www.iso.org/home.html.

• competence in research, information acquisi-
tion and processing and;

• culture competence and;

• technical competence and;

• domain competence.

In addition, annotators/editors shall meet at least
one of the following criteria:

• a recognized graduate qualification in trans-
lation from an institution of higher education
or;

• a recognized graduate quallfication in any
other field from an institution of higher edu-
cation plus two years of full-time professional
experience in translating.

To monitor the whole annotation process and
conduct quality control, we invite a senior transla-
tor as the project manager. The manager, who also
satisfies the above requirements, has more than 5-
year experience in multi-lingual translation projects
that cover the language directions as described in
this paper.
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